
Talk about eye candy! Brightly 
colored, with a patented, 
ribbon-shaped comfort feature, 
RibbonCandy™ safety eyewear is a 
true treat.

RibbonCandy’s unique temple 
design creates extra flexibility to 
prevent pinching on the head and 
provide long-wearing comfort. These 
innovative temples make it part of 
Gateway Safety’s expanding Temple 
Technology® line of products, which 
are designed to deliver ultimate, 
all-day comfort to those wearing eye 
protection. 

Plus, new RibbonCandy safety 
eyewear is as stylish and fun as it is 
comfortable. One box of eyewear 
offers ten different colored temples 
with clear lenses to meet a variety of 
personal tastes. 

An impact-resistant, wraparound lens 
offers superior protection from flying 
debris and eye hazards. Soft temple 
tips and a lightweight design – just 
0.8 ounces – make RibbonCandy 
a premium comfort product. And 
with a colorful option for everyone, 
RibbonCandy will quickly become a 
workplace favorite.

Make the Workday 
Safer and Sweeter!

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR
™
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RibbonCandy™ Features
• Temple Technology® design, with patented “ribbon” 

temples to create a natural flex point for all-day comfort.
• Ten differently colored temples in each box to allow 

employees to choose their “flavor” of protection for the day.
• Incredibly light, all-around impact protection, weighing  

just 0.8 ounces.
• Independently tested and certified by Underwriters 

Laboratories to meet ANSI Z87.1+ and meets the  
ballistics impact section of the U.S. Military standard, 
MIL-PRF-32432 (GL).

Try out modern-day RibbonCandy™. Sweet enough to make you 
smile with its colorful options and lightweight, comfortable fit. 

Patented “ribbons” 
prevent pinching and 
tightness on the head.

RibbonCandy™ Ordering Information
Item Lens Temple
269980 Clear Multi-Pack (10 colors per box)

 Soft temples in 
multiple colors create 

comfort and fun.

RibbonCandy has a clear, 
wrap-around lens that blocks 
99.9% of UV A, B & C rays.
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Lime 
Green

Golden 
Honey

Pink  
Peppermint

Berry 
Blue

Sugar 
Silver

Lemon 
Yellow

Citrus  
Orange

Purple 
Grape

Cherry 
Red 

Vanilla
Cream

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR
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ANSI MEETS 
EYEWEAR

BALLISTICS
MIL PRF-32432


